To speak of a “global migration law” is challenging, perhaps even quite provocative, in an era in which walls are being continuously erected at borders and seas transformed into mass graves. The ambition of international law often seems to be to rescue what can still be saved: the refugee regime for example, or minimally decent treatment of migrants once under the jurisdiction of a third country. A global law of migration, then, might be as much if not more the law of obstacles to human mobility than a body of law premised on a more fundamental commitment to freedom of movement.

It may be tempting in this context to turn towards international human rights law as a source of progressive development of global migration law. On questions of freedom of movement, however, the mainstream of international human rights law is very much part of the status quo. One premise that is typically uncontested is the state’s prerogative to deny entry to its territory (except perhaps in cases of family reunification), including on bases such as religion or ethnic origin that would be considered flagrantly arbitrary if they were invoked domestically.

If a field of global migration law is to exist, I would suggest that there is a very real risk of being insufficiently ambitious in conceiving it, and merely providing an apology for the law as a central technology to control people’s movement. Political and ethical theorists have for some time pointed to the limitations of the current regime of relative normative global immobility, but their work is often not particularly connected to historical and legal developments. In searching for ways to imagine global migration law as the repository of a greater normative ambition, I want to look at how the past of international law, notably its nineteenth and early twentieth century past, might provide some keys to imagining an international legal order that puts at the heart of its interrogation not the coercive management of mobility but the very possibility of a right to migrate.

In this I am inspired by the work of Vincent Chetail on the question, albeit with more of an emphasis on the rise of modern, late nineteenth century international law coinciding with a high point of international legal liberalism, than on earlier canonical texts. Specifically, I want to examine the way in which the “international law of aliens,” as it once thrived, may paradoxically and within certain limits have allowed for much greater mobility than is typically understood as being possible under even a human-rights oriented version of global migration law. At the same time, I want to stress how what was an extremely liberal regime from one angle, was also rooted in imperialism and racism in ways that make it a problematic blueprint for reimaging global mobility.
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To begin, it is worth situating the notion that states have unfettered discretion over access to their territory in a broader historical context. As has been periodically rediscovered, such a power was not always seen as flowing logically from sovereignty; or, to be precise, that prerogative had to be weighed against the fact that “humanity and justice require states to exercise that right whilst respecting, in ways that are compatible with their own security, the rights and liberties of aliens who seek to enter their territory, or who already find themselves there.” In fact, the absolute and unfettered power to exclude foreigners, if it ever existed, would have appeared as a historical anomaly to international lawyers writing before the twentieth century. As late as the second half of the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth, a number of international lawyers, notably those operating through the Institut de droit international (IDI), advocated vigorously for a presumptive right to migrate.

International legal statements at least up to the First World War reflected a subtle and multilayered approach quite at odds with modern kneejerk apologies for absolute sovereign control. Although the right to forbid access to one’s territory was seen as flowing from the state’s sovereignty, that right could not be applied “absolutely” and had to be reconciled with “the idea of an international community which means that nations, as members of humanity, are bound to respect the links that unite them.” In an era when the West was admittedly a significant exporter of persons, it was willing, at least in theory, to back quite strong corresponding obligations to welcome aliens. The IDI even accepted, at its 1897 session, a right to both emigrate and immigrate. Later on, the question would at least attract controversy, for example between the U.S.’ insistence that immigration was a purely domestic question that could not be the object of international negotiations, and states that situated their perceived obligation to welcome migrants within a framework of cosmopolitan duties.

Crucially, even as the power of the state to exclude persons from its territory became increasingly the dominant element in the equation, there was at least a significant transitional period in which the a priori obligation to accept almost anyone gave way to an obligation to not deny anyone access arbitrarily. Already in the late nineteenth century, William Edward Hall had insisted that the right to deny access to one’s territory was “necessarily tempered by the facts of modern civilisation.” Ernst Nissay, in his Hague Course of 1924 also made that connection between freedom of movement and civilization, emphasizing that:

It is contrary to the law of nations that a state belonging to the international community build a great wall of China. China and Japan, as long as they remained systematically closed to foreigners, were not part of this
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community. A state would still act contrary to the law of nations by denying entry to its territory no longer to all foreigners, but to the nationals of this or that state. It would thus violate the fundamental rights of the states in question to equality of treatment: a right that flows from the law of nations.7

As Alfred Verdross put it as late as 1931, the right for states to deny access to their territory was hardly unlimited:

[N]o State within the international community claims to have the right to arbitrarily close its frontiers to foreigners. All have, in fact, followed the rule that every denial of admission, to be legitimate from the point of view of the law of nations, must be based on a reasonable title.8

The obligation not to deny access arbitrarily clearly coexisted with the generally recognized sovereignty of states to control immigration, but it leaned towards a “right of admission freely accorded, subject to specific exceptions fully announced in advance and recognized as reasonable by international public opinion.”9 An IDI resolution adopted in that vein in 1892 stipulated that: “The free entry of aliens to the territory of a civilized state can be prohibited in a general and permanent manner only for reasons of public interest and extremely serious motives.”10

Interestingly, even as the United States increasingly jealously guarded its borders, it protested discrimination by other states in denying entry to certain U.S. citizens based on their race or religion (for example, the Russian refusal to accept American Jews, admittedly pursuant to an 1832 treaty that granted nationals of both nations a right of sojourn, travel, and protection).11 As Hall put it, providing the widely accepted rationale for such protests, “to exclude any (alien) without reasonable or at least plausible cause is regarded as so vexatious and oppressive, that a government is thought to have the right of interfering in favour of its subjects in cases where sufficient cause does not in its judgment exist.”12

It is true that absent a treaty specifically granting mobility rights, the protests were of a political rather than legal character, and sometimes distinctly underwhelming.13 What is remarkable nonetheless is that the international law of aliens was widely understood not only as applying to actual aliens already on the territory of another state, but also to putative ones, those who aspired to move into another state and had not yet been either granted or denied
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entry. Such aliens were, in theory at least, to be treated in nondiscriminatory fashion on the basis of a sort of “most favorable treatment clause” in access.

There is, however, a considerable caveat to this early story of global mobility, already evident in the conspicuous references to civilization. The idea of nonarbitrary immigration restrictions, such as it was, was intimately linked to the “network of commercial treaties by which the states, of the white race at least, are bound together.” Among the “extremely serious motives” suggested by the IDI in 1892 to justify restrictions to mobility were “a fundamental difference of morals or civilization or … a dangerous organization or accumulation of aliens who would come en masse.”

Among the groups that one early twentieth-century American scholar cited for legitimate exclusion from the territory were “alien races considered inferior or not capable of assimilation” such as “Chinese and Japanese laborers in the United States and many of the British colonies, the gypsies in many European countries, and Turks in Panama.” To which one might add the (now rather neglected but once famous) case of the exclusion of Syrians from Haiti. As can be seen, Western states were particularly keen on restricting movement from the semiperiphery (perhaps because this was where most of the movement came from), in ways that would in due course powerfully motivate Japan to militate for the racial-equality clause at the Paris Peace Conference in 1919.

Although there could be said to exist a general international law of aliens, therefore, in practice that law was mediated by a strong emphasis on “friendship, commerce and navigation” treaties which arose within quite narrow civilizational confines. The Western entitlement to human mobility was part and parcel of logics of imperialism, an obligation imposed on non-Western countries to keep their borders open, which had been evident as early as Vitoria’s musings on the Spaniards’ right to travel Indian lands, and which was unlikely to be reciprocated. It was often based on an ability to effectively exclude or severely control the migration of nonwhites.

In other words, the global regime of migration in the late nineteenth century was for all its superficial embrace of mobility, in effect not that different from ours, combining hypermobility within and from the industrialized North, with significantly reduced South-North mobility. Today, for example, the European Union is typically understood as both an area of hypermobility within, and a fortress for those without. In that respect, the perception of a commitment to global mobility of classical international lawyers may be based on a misunderstanding: it was a commitment framed in general terms only because a significant part of humanity was excluded from it. If anything, South-North mobility belonged to a quite different regime of imperial law that operated separately yet reproduced some of the racist biases of international law, with even less of a nominal commitment to mobility.

At any rate, whatever these origins, the early global law of migration was subsequently normalized along much more conventional sovereign-territorial lines, even if this happened through a process that was often remarkably selective, partial, and arbitrary. The question thus arises as to whether the original commitment to a much more liberal regime of global human mobility is rescuable from its exclusionary undertones? The point is obviously not to resurrect these earlier pronouncements as if they still applied, pretending that the pendulum has not swerved significantly towards state sovereignty and border control in the meantime; nor obviously to risk white-washing their racism, in a context where we have reason to believe that this racism was not accidental but inherent to the global regime of mobility.
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Yet these earlier pronouncements are also unmistakably part of the history of international law. What to make of this earlier openness to free movement is at least an intriguing question. There is something to the fact that international law once candidly affirmed a principle of nonarbitrariness in immigration, even as it was blind to its underlying exclusions. In its general utterances and because the Western world conceived of itself as the world at large, the international law of aliens of the time did set out the conditions for a global regime of mobility that was on its face and in its own unmistakably white-centric way, surprisingly more liberal than anything that has been witnessed since (except, of course, within regional arrangements), including contemporary international human rights law.

Perhaps what is recoverable from that earlier era, or at least worthy of study, are some of the deeper justifications for the mobility branch of the equation. In emphasizing the equal right of all to travel and settle abroad, international law made clear that such a right resulted from the equality of states rather than human beings. A state had the right to its citizens being treated as well by other states as the citizens of other nations. This meant that the willingness of a sovereign to exercise diplomatic protection over the rights of some of its citizens arbitrarily denied entry into another state might provide the backbone of a strong regime of transnational mobility. Although perhaps less cosmopolitan and appealing to our contemporary sensitivities than human rights, such a foundation of global mobility may also have been more effective. It suggested the continued relevance of one’s state of citizenship as a source of protection for aliens, something particularly relevant in a context where one may not yet have rights as an immigrant, but where one’s “bare” rights as a human count for little in the no-man’s lands of the Mediterranean and the Rio Grande.

Moreover, in defending this presumptive right to global mobility, earlier international lawyers outlined a series of rationales such as the fact that, under conditions of global interdependence, one could only expect one’s nationals to be given entry to other states to the extent that one was willing to reciprocate. It is hard not to see the relevance of such an idea in a post-Brexit era, as previously liberal regimes of mobility are being torn apart at the seams.

It may therefore be tempting, by way of a thought experiment, to take earlier international law at its word and seek ways in which that broad liberal commitment to freedom of movement could be updated through a contemporary commitment to antiracism. At any rate, international law should be haunted by this earlier good conscience. A historical contextualization of the global law of migration might at least help us question the absoluteness of the equation of sovereignty and the sort of capricious, arbitrary, and racist attitude to the entry of foreigners that has come to define it, even though there is no doubt that this earlier regime of freedom of movement was inherently discriminatory in its own way.